Forces Driving Trusted Digital Identity

People today use many different forms of digital ID. Many are casual and easy to use, but are not appropriate for model of services and payment - and when users are asked to provide a digital ID, it may not be trusted by a service provider or may not contain the right information to ensure any security or for harm reduction.

There is a growing movement towards using digital identity to ensure strong, verified identities to help mitigate fraud and address criminal and security concerns while remaining convenient for users.

New regulations

We have the technology to enable digital transformation

We enable MNOs, OEMs and service providers Trusted Digital ID for verified customer identities and becoming ideally suited to play the role of Identity Service Provider.

The mobile network operator (MNO) is ideally suited to play the role of Identity Service Provider.

Bringing it together

The mobile network operator (MNO) is ideally suited to play the role of Identity Service Provider.

Greater demand for security and trust

More for everyone...

More for the MNOs...

More for the MNOs...

The rise of digital identification systems

Accelerating shift towards ID service aggregator

• Fingerprint identification with CAFIS
• Facial recognition with LFIS

verify if the person is who they claim to be...

Our biometric technologies

450+
40+ ID verification programs deployed worldwide

180+ countries’ ID documents supported

Fast, smart and compliant with regulations

Seamless multi-channel experience – in-store document verification and biometrics combined

Digital ID include data capture, automatic enrolment, verify identities and create a trusted
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